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Identity is retained across continous frames 
with an accuracy of 99.2%  

The detector of our tracking pipeline is a YoloV3 network - implemented 
in darknet - chosen for its short inference time and high precision. 
The network was pre-trained on the COCO dataset  , and subsequently trained 
on a custom dataset of an Atta vollenweideri colony recorded in various lighting 
conditions. The dataset contains 108 individuals tracked for a minimum of 311 
and a maximum of 21,138 frames, respectively. 

  

Technical Details

A 3D deep convolutional network, implemented in tensorflow, uses visual 
and spatial information to link detections to existing tracks. Tracks of occluded 
or leaving individuals are automatically terminated.

The body mass of detected individuals is estimated with a separate deep convolutional 
regression network. Powered by extensive training data augmentation, this network 
is capable of accurately estimating worker body mass irrespective of their distance 
to the imaging source.
 
  

Key Results
Novel tracking tool based on 
detections can handle time-variable 
numbers of individuals 

Mass estimation is independent of 
magnification, due to allometric 
scaling of various body proportions

First step to study size-dependent division 
of labour with high temporal resolution, 
and without human interference

Preliminary results confirm that larger 
workers appear to forage on tougher 
plant material
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Outlook: Action Recognition

Leafcutter ants form complex societies. The success of these societies partially stems from a "division of labour"; 
workers of vastly different sizes preferentially perform specific tasks.   Studying the rules underlying this 
size-dependent division of labour has historically been a meticolous and error-prone undertaking.   Here, 
we try to address this problem by leveraging recent developments in computer vision and machine
learning to develop an automated analysis system capable of detecting, tracking and measuring 
leafcutter ant workers in cluttered environments such as foraging trails.
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x , y :   center coordinates the detected individual 

w , h :   width and height of predicted bounding box

O :  “Objectness Score“, i.e. confidence the box contains an individual
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MAPE: Mean Absolute Percentage Error
used as a metric to quantify the deviation

between actual and predicted weight

Combined detections provide tracks
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In order to improve the accuracy of the detection, tracking and of the body mass estimation, 
we will exploit synthetic datasets generated from photogrammetry models.

We will expand our analysis pipeline to include simple action recognition, so allowing us to conduct an 
in-depth exploration of the external factors which influence size-dependent task choice.

Future Improvements
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Shortcomings:
The detector may
fail when individuals
are recorded on highly
textured backgrounds

The tracker may confuse
similar indviduals in
close proximity
  

(correspondence problem) Partial occlusion 
leads to inaccurate 
body mass estimations
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As a proof-of-concept, we analysed the 
size-distribution of workers foraging 

on food sources of different toughness.
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Accuracy of body mass estimation 
scales inversely with density of training data
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